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What Do Our Clients Say??
The entire staff at our company makes it a number one priority to satisfy the needs of our
clients and their attendees. Over the years we have found that listening to the feedback of our
clients is critical for success. At McVeigh Associates, we analyze what is behind our client’s
feedback and build upon their suggestions to make our services cost effective, seamless,
proactive, detailed oriented, flexible and creative.
Please take a few minutes to read a sampling of what some of our clients have said about us.
Thank you so much for all that you have done
and continue to do for me and the team! I
have nothing but compliments for you and
your entire staff! Thanks for thinking of
everything for me so that I could concentrate
on the actual meeting and presentations. You
and Michelle kept me virtually worry-free, and
you don't know how much I sincerely
appreciate that!

“We have had to make so many changes
(location, meeting details, adding more
attendees last minute) and your company has
been fabulous through the whole ordeal. I
had at least 20 compliments on the meeting.
One Investigator told me that it was the best,
most organized Investigator meeting he has
been to in 20 years and that the meeting
planners were wonderful.”

“One down, two to go!! Everything was
PERFECT!!! I am so incredibly happy about
the way things turned out at this meeting!
Your staff was superb!! Thank you for all that
you've done for our team. Everyone had rave
reviews about all of the extra little touches
your company put into everything!!”

“I just wanted to say thank you for all your
hard work, help and support for ASH. It was a
great success, the team did an excellent job
at all the events. Please thank your team for a
job well done.”

“First and foremost, thank you for your
assistance with this meeting. Your efforts are
to be applauded. We sincerely appreciate
your hard work with this project and look
forward to working with you again. “

“We feel very fortunate to partner with such a
strong professional organization like yours.
They truly are an extension of our Meeting
Management Team. “

“This was an extremely important meeting for
the product and your company delivered with
110% service ! Please extend my
congratulations to everyone and have a
fantastic holiday season. Looking forward to
working with you again!”

“My thanks to you and the team for a very well
run event. It was my first series and, as
always, your team seemed to pull it off ! “We
look forward to continued co-operation.”

“Again I want to thank you - for all that you did
– so effortlessly and pleasantly. It was indeed
a pleasure working with you. I look forward to
our future meetings knowing they will be well
taken care of in your professional competent
hands.”

“Also to thank you for everything you did for
this meeting. You are both very professional
and a pleasure to work with and I hope we get
to do it again some time in the near future.”

“I had the pleasure to attend all 3 meetings in
Phoenix, Ft. Lauderdale and Santa Fe. I want
to congratulate your team on being friendly,
helpful, cheerful and knowledgeable, no
matter what the hour was, to complete and
perform their daily tasks.
Thanks to those who helped us get through
the 3 days of rehearsals, and meetings. You
should be proud of the team that represented
your company. “
“Just wanted to write a quick note to thank you
and your staff for the great job you did with the
meeting ! I thought the hotel was beautiful and
that the meeting went very well !”
“Thanks for all your help!”
“The onsite staff was amazing. They were
professional and handled everyone with
respect and dignity”

“You and the others at your company did
such a wonderful job in planning all of the
details. Thank you for the hard work and
effort. The physicians and their guests had a
marvelous time. Every detail was covered.
I'm extremely pleased with the outcome. Be
sure to pass this message on to the others. I
look forward to working with you again.
Thanks!”
“I would like to thank you and your team for
the time and effort you put into placing a
meeting in Dallas in such a short amount of
time!! I really appreciated your work and did
not get to really thank you for all of your
efforts. I heard positive comments from the
study coordinators and no "last minute"
complaints from anyone (and as you
witnessed, it was a tough crowd!!!). I enjoyed
working with you and I would definitely be
willing to contact you for future events!”
“Please accept and pass on my thanks to you,
Bob, Rosie, Rineke and the rest of the team
on a job well done.
The meeting was a great success and that is
due in no small part to your hard work.”
“I could not have done it without you”

“Again, please relay the message to your
group how wonderful it was to be on site this
weekend! It felt just like working with my
internal team. You have a good group! Can't
wait to see them all again in Atlanta.”
“It is extremely enjoyable to work with
professionals who are not only good at what
they do, but who are pleasant in the process”

“Each meeting was conducted flawlessly due
to your attention to every detail. We
appreciate that you went above and beyond to
support the team, both in the planning and
while we were onsite at these meetings”

“I was very impressed with the team – we
threw them countless curve balls and they
met each challenge with a solution and
positive attitude”

“Thanks, Melissa! This is outstanding. We
appreciate your follow-up from this meeting.
More than that, however, you really stepped
up for us in Tampa. Everyone commented on
your ability and desire to take ownership of
the meeting results. Your efforts made our
tasks significantly easier. You're the best!
See you soon.”
“As always, I am exceedingly pleased with
McVeigh and will continue to recommend that
you plan meetings for us wherever possible.
Thank you for a very successful meeting!”

“It was a pleasure working with you. You had
everything completely organized and ready to
go. I can't tell you how much I appreciate that
because that level of preparation is a rare
thing to see on-site lately. I hope we can work
together again very soon.”

“I just wanted to thank you and Michael again
for all your help at (and prior to) the ad-board.
All logistical aspects of the meeting went
incredibly smooth, which is extremely rare for
meetings like these”

“I was very impressed with Audrey and also
Jenna - we threw them for countless curve
balls, due to some unexpected issues. They
met each challenge with a solution and a
positive attitude”

“Thanks ladies for the great work! I look
forward to working with you on the other
programs (which we know are - very different
and hopefully we have more control than this
one)”

“Just have Stephanie give me a call so this
can run smoothly, as the bar has been set
pretty high by your staff. I'm certain I will have
the same experience”

“Very good - there were many impromptu
changes and the on-site team was flexible,
professional and met all the challenges we
threw at them. Audrey has built a good rapport
with the speaker - not an easy task”

“Laura did a fantastic job/100% customer
focused; Anything exceptional about the
quality of service you would like to mention:
Laura”

“The meeting went well I can't complain about
anything. I've gotten the same great feedback
from my team and the Investigators and I
couldn't have pulled it off without McVeigh. I
look forward to working with you again.”

“I wanted to take a moment to say what a
great job your team did in San Diego - it was
one of the best-organized meetings I've
attended. Please send a big thanks to all!

“Your overall satisfaction of the program: High
– Laura did a fantastic job / 100% customer
focused”

